The oxidative metabolism of glutamine. A modulator of reactive oxygen intermediate-mediated cytotoxicity of tumor necrosis factor in L929 fibrosarcoma cells.
Treatment of the mouse fibrosarcoma cell line L929 with tumor necrosis factor (TNF) induces necrotic cell death. A crucial step in the cytotoxic action mechanism of TNF involves perturbation of mitochondrial functions leading to the formation of reactive oxygen intermediates (ROI). L929 cells have energy requirements adapted to a high proliferation rate. Glutamine (Gln) is utilized as a major energy source and drives mitochondrial ATP formation, while glucose is mainly converted to lactate through glycolysis. We investigated the role of the bioenergetic pathways involved in substrate utilization on the cytotoxic action of TNF and established a link between Gln oxidation and TNF-induced mitochondrial distress. Omission of Gln from the medium desensitizes the cells to TNF cytotoxicity, while the lack of glucose in the medium does not alter the TNF response. Sudden depletion of Gln from the culture medium results in a sharp decline in mitochondrial respiration in the cells, which might explain the decreased TNF responsiveness. However, when L929 cells are adapted to long term growth under conditions without Gln, these so-called L929/Gln- cells have restored respiration, but they still display a decreased sensitivity to TNF cytotoxicity. Thus the TNF responsiveness of L929 cells depends on bioenergetic reactions that are specifically involved in the oxidation of Gln. This is further confirmed by the desensitizing effect of specific inhibitors of these Gln-linked enzyme reactions on TNF cytotoxicity in the parental cells, but not in the L929/Gln- cells. Analysis of the induction of mitochondrial ROI formation by TNF in parental and L929/Gln- cells suggests that the effect of Gln on the sensitivity to TNF cytotoxicity involves a mechanism that renders the mitochondria more susceptible to TNF-induced mediators, resulting in enhanced ROI production and accelerated cytotoxicity.